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The last decade has seen a significant increase in focus on the role of data within capital markets, with some organisations  

viewing it as being so critical to their business model that they see it as a standalone organisational pillar – alongside people,  

process and technology. Regulations have pushed the industry to rationalise data sources, improve accountability and bring  

transparency to how data is managed and distributed across the organisation, which has seen investment in governance –  

the emergence of the Chief Data Office – and distribution – think data lakes and fabrics. 

But whilst the value of better data is conceptually obvious, the reality of the experience differs wildly across functions –  

organisations may pride themselves on AI algorithms informing trading decisions but are still unable to capture and monitor  

basic efficiency metrics such as straight through processing rates. Data swamps have started to emerge alongside lakes and  

fabrics, where organisations pollute good intent with poor execution. And there are plenty of examples of ML and AI projects  

that failed due to underlying data issues.

Is the industry obsession with data as a panacea for inefficiency misguided and distracting focus from elsewhere? Or is the  

solution more complex than the C-suite are led to believe and so requires a different approach?

Data has long been held out as a significant cause of inefficiency (and ultimately cost) within capital markets. Lack of golden  

sources requires reconciliations and data integrity checks between systems, mapping tables to enable applications to connect to  

each other and often data ends up being hard-coded locally in a system to enable a specific process to be run. Further complexity 

has been added to this problem by internal silos attempting to avoid the enterprise-wide mess by adopting standalone data  

architectures to enable specific business goals. And all of this intricacy is only internal – the problem grows exponentially when  

considering how organisations reconcile and agree this data bilaterally between themselves.

Electronification of business models has, in part, driven improvement as some of the data challenges have had to be addressed to 

enable connectivity and support compliance obligations. And innovation has followed as a result, where data remediation has opened 

up opportunities for affordable computing power and Fintech solutions to deliver impactful results in areas such as trading. Research 

by Greenwich in October 2019 found 44% of capital markets firms were using AI within trading as datasets had become normalized, 

with a further 17% expecting to launch initiatives within 12–24 months1.

But outside of these pockets of innovation, data continues to be drag on cost for many – estimates by Accenture view the post  

trade function of asset servicing and settlement as costing the industry $130bn across sell-side, buy-side and service providers2.  

Much of this is spent on reconciliation and data integrity controls, both internally and externally by market participants.

Given the value of solving the data conundrum – as seen within trading – and the cost opportunity – within post trade – why  

has progress been so slow? And more importantly, what should organisations be doing differently to try and solve the problem.

The drag on progress is a function of complexity and lack of appetite for the scale of investment now required – internal post-trade 

architectures are mostly a consequence of rapid business growth (organic and through M&A) without investment in design and 

consolidation and driven by a need for rapid time-to-market. Multiple systems (to support various asset classes and typically different 

again by geography) all have different internal data models and different representations of life-cycle events. As the BoE point out, 

“At a firm level, real progress often requires significant IT investment to overhaul legacy systems that are many  

decades old. The long payback periods on such investments have meant they struggle to get prioritised for IT  

spending when competing with revenue generating or regulatory projects” 3

1 The Future of Trading: Technology in 2024 – The Impact of AI, Big Data and Analytics on Your Trading Desk. Greenwich Associates October 2019 
2 Capital Markets 2022 – Relevance, Value and Growth in the Digital Era. Accenture 2018
3 The Future of Post-Trade Findings from the Post-Trade Technology Market Practitioner Panel Bank of England June 2020
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Furthermore, to make progress at a firm level collaboration is typically required across the business and regional silos in the  

organisation. And to make significant progress at an industry level, this requires collaboration across organisations which is  

unsurprisingly much harder to achieve.

Notwithstanding this, some organisations have initiated projects to improve the situation but with varying degrees of success.  

Some have tried technology-led solutions such as data lakes, but as these generally fail to address the differences in source data  

they typically deliver little in terms of positive outcomes. Where a combination of business and IT come together with sufficient  

management commitment, real progress has been made. Creating an internal architecture where standardised messages are  

available and meaningful to allow intercommunication across the various components addresses many of the issues, and further, 

opens up opportunities for data analysis and flexible organisational configuration (leverage of external utilities, managed services,  

Fintech innovation). These however are expensive exercises and are unlikely to pass muster if solely justified on a headcount  

reduction basis – so a leap of faith to see the existential threat is required at a senior level.

Many organisations have re-structured to bring together disparate departments that are responsible for capturing and cleansing 

transaction-related data – generally under a “Middle Office” label. These can improve matters but compensate for, rather than  

solve, the underlying challenge, which is still dependent on substantial technology change to be transformational.

But in the absence of committing significant funding to remediation of the challenge enterprise wide, how can organisations  

make progress to drive standardisation architecture improvements and deliver impactfully around the post-trade landscape?

• Understand the problem. Data is too often used as a catch-all for a multitude of problems that inhabit legacy systems  

and processes – but the solution can only start with defining the problem statement clearly. The solution for inconsistent  

data models between front and back office trading platforms is vastly different to a desire to ingest external reference data  

from a market vendor. So being able to articulate the problem – as opposed to it being a ‘data issue’ – is critical.

• Invest for the long term. Good ideas often fall at the first hurdle, where short term investment horizons don’t reward intelligent 

decision making. The complexity of the problem is unlikely to deliver material ROI within traditional benefit case modelling, so 

organisations must look beyond simple metrics to visualise longer term value. For example, what does improved ‘straight through 

processing’ deliver in terms of settlement efficiency, capital utilisation and risk management – rather than merely asking how  

much headcount can be reduced by.

• Devolved control. End-state vision is required, with senior stakeholder buy in to the value of data standardisation front to back 

and creation of a centralised design function to guide adoption. This function must have a mandate and credibility to be listened  

to by project teams but conversion at an application level can be devolved onto a benefits-based schedule (though see prior 

point). And though this standardisation journey ultimately requires some investment in infrastructure, being able to exchange  

data from legacy platforms that have ultimately become ‘data jails’ creates impactful efficiency opportunities by accessing  

external Fintech innovation.

By focussing on creating the right environment to enable post trade challenges to be understood and outlining a framework  

for their remediation, organisations can make material progress on solving the problems that poor data creates. And though  

some investment is required to enable this, organisations still continue to invest money in ‘innovation tourism’ where endless  

PoC exercises ultimately fail due to the costs of integration with Fintechs. Re-purposing some of this spend towards solving  

the data challenge in post trade will deliver significantly more impact than trying to find a technology silver bullet for the  

problem. Which as many organisations are now realising, doesn’t exist.
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